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A player or coach can be ejected while the contest is 
under the jurisdiction of the working officials.

Before the game

During the Game

After the game



Officials will continue to fill out and submit this form 
to the WOA office following an ejection.



SCHOOL 
ADMINISTRATORS 

WILL ALSO SUBMIT 
A REPORT TO THE 

WIAA OFFICE 
WITHIN ONE 

SCHOOL BUSINESS 
DAY



EJECTION REPORT FORMS MUST BE

- Timely 
- Specific, accurate, brief
- Facts ONLY
- no additional comments
- suggestions 
- recommendations 



The WIAA and WOA staff review every 
ejection report and work together to 
determine if any additional action is 

needed.



SPORT RESPONSIBILITIES

Andy Barnes:  BO, GO, SW, TE
Cindy Adsit:  BA, BB, CH, D/D, VB

John Miller:  FB, SB, WR
Brian Smith:  CC, GY, SO, TR



SUBSEQUENT ACTION -
EJECTIONS

WOA and WIAA staff confer on 
appropriate follow-up

WIAA staff will call the athletic 
director if safety of the official 
was an issue or if there 
appears to be a pattern of 
unacceptable behavior



SUBSEQUENT ACTION - EJECTIONS

WOA staff may call the assigner if there 

appears to be a pattern of ejections by an 

individual official or misinterpretations of a 

rule by an association/board



SUBSEQUENT ACTION - EJECTIONS

Schools are not required to report subsequent 
disciplinary action levied to the player or the coach 
except in extraordinary circumstances.

Specific information regarding disciplinary action is 
confidential.



SUBSEQUENT ACTION - EJECTIONS

Schools with three or more ejections have points 
deducted from Scholastic Cup points.

Schools with five or more ejections in a year are 
reported to the WIAA Executive Board.

Schools with five or more ejections for two years in a 
row must present their plan of action to the WIAA 
Executive Board.



WIAA PROTEST 
PROCEDURES 



NFHS rules do not allow for 

protests; WIAA rules DO



WIAA PROTEST PROCEDURES

28.0.0 CONTEST PROTESTS - Protests of an official's judgment will 

not be heard.  Game protests must meet the following requirements 
to be heard:

A. When a coach feels that there has been a misinterpretation or 

misapplication of a rule, the coach shall notify the game officials 

following the incident in question and prior to the resumption of 

action that the remainder of the contest is being played under 

protest.

B. The protest must be noted in the official scorebook when 
applicable.

OFFICIALS JURISDICTION ENDS AT THAT POINT



WIAA PROTEST 
PROCEDURES

A protest is merely 
an attempt 

to clarify a rule.



WIAA PROTEST PROCEDURES

An official should NOT tell a coach 

that he/she can not protest.



SUBSEQUENT ACTION - PROTESTS

Schools must meet timelines and procedures 
outlined in 28.0.0

Recommend official(s) make notes after the contest 
of the protested situation for reference

Clarification of the protested situation may be asked 
of the official(s) 



SUBSEQUENT ACTION - PROTESTS

WIAA staff must be notified to determine if protest in 
question is based on rule 
misinterpretation/misapplication versus judgment



SUBSEQUENT ACTION -
PROTESTS

Regular season – must be 
filed within 24 hours

Postseason – must be filed 
immediately following contest, 
but preferably resolved before 
play continues

IMPORTANT TO KNOW GAME 
MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL



SUBSEQUENT ACTION - PROTESTS

Decision will be rendered at the appropriate level 
(league, WIAA District, or state event)

If contest is resumed, same official(s) may be 
assigned

If contest is replayed, same official(s) will most likely 
not be assigned



RULES INTERPRETATIONS

ARE MADE BY WIAA 
EXECUTIVE STAFF



SPORT RESPONSIBILITIES

Andy Barnes:  BO, GO, SW, TE
Cindy Adsit:  BA, BB, CH, D/D, VB

John Miller:  FB, SB, WR
Brian Smith:  CC, GY, SO, TR



THANKS 

FOR ALL THAT YOU DO!!


